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Merrill Leffler's new collection, Mark the Music, takes its title from a passage in Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice ." When Shylock's daughter,
Jessica, tells her lover, "I am never merry when I hear sweet music,"
Lorenzo responds that her emotional response is only natural, and that
anyone "not moved with concord of sweet sounds" is not to be trusted.
"Mark the music," Lorenzo advises, echoing Plato's adage: "to take the
spiritual temperature of an individual or society, one must mark the
music." In this capacious poetic medley- embracing everything from free
verse and improvisational riffs to poems in traditional and nonce forms
to some venturesome concrete poetry and graphic experiments based
on Talmudic commentary- Leffler takes the temperature of our chaotic
society and reveals a generous and judicious spirit.
With a nod to musical composition, the poet divides his book into
three main sections separated by two "Interludes." The first and last sections, both titled "What I Want of It" (as was an essay he published in Poet
Lore in 2006), are introduced byars poetica poems that make it clear that
what this man wants from poetry is a lot- maybe everything. "I want it
to graze like gazelles and soar with the aplomb of hawks," he begins, and
goes on to list expectations for poetry to open gates, kick down doors,
wake up gods, and revive his ancestors, among other things. He sums up
his poetic aspirations in a lovely last line that evokes the biblical story of
Jacob's ladder: "I want it to open my eyes and reveal angels ascending and
descending in my own backyard" ("What I Want of It").
Like many poets who wrestle with the muse, Leffler writes poems
about the sometimes painful process of writing poems. In several, he
portrays the author as a bemused lover at a loss to know what it will take
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to coax an idea or an image-or even one perfect word- into his bed.
He imagines metaphor as a capricious and promiscuous woman "in love
with anything,"
With small hills recalling mountains of memory.
Here she is, now, escorting you to the dinner
you were not invited to. She smiles as if you were the one love
of her life. The room glows with applause.
("Metaphor")

But metaphor is a fickle mistress; by the end of the poem she is throwing
the poet "out into the dark" and telling him to fmd his own way horne.
In "Arise!"- a loose sonnet in which the speaker tries, and fails, to
arouse a sleeping poem- we watch him pace the bedroom ''brooding I
in hope she will waken I to his need." In "Failure" he writes of what it's
like to wake up to fmd
. . . failure sitting
on your bed. She whispers seductively.
Even before you've relieved your bladder
or brushed your teeth or walked out the door
for the paper, she crawls through your body
like a lover, her hands all over you.

Elsewhere in the collection, Leffier has plenty of irreverent fun
with the conventions of poetry and its publication. "Under a Full Moon
at Midnight" takes us to that stereotypically romantic locale to offer us
a glimpse of the poet and his (male) compatriots rapturously relieving
themselves alfresco ("A man's poem, of course- the electric ah!"). And in
"Mirror" he strikes a blow for beleaguered submitters to Poetry magazine
everywhere by converting the journal's standard rejection letter to lines
and stanzas-and then reversing the order of the words and letters in
every line to transpose the rebuff into total gibberish.
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Mark the Music is full of graphical maneuvers like this. "Sniper" con-

sists of a single repeated line- "The Enemies are easy to target + They
are always The Other"- the text laid out to form a rifle's scope and thin
crosshairs. On the facing page, a newspaper clipping is reproduced as
a found poem called "The Nation's Gun Show." "Montaigne & Me," in
which Leffler comments on lines from the essayist's "That to Philosophize
Is to Learn to Die," also incorporates portraits of the 16th-century philosopher and the 21 st_century poet.
Two poems, "Memory" and "Words," are printed in graphic frames
made of other writers' thoughts, illustrating another type of conversation
across time, one based in Leffler's Jewish heritage. In the author's notes
to the collection, he explains that the inspiration for these works came
from the Talmud, "where an excerpt of biblical text is surrounded on all
four sides by commentaries and interpretation."
The poet uses a similar device in other scripturally themed poems,
running a column of quotations/ commentaries down the right-hand
margin to effect some unconventional interpretations. "Limits," written
primarily in the first-person voice of "god the author of us all," is set
off by a definition of the Hebrew word barah, an aphorism by
Baudelaire, and a quote from an interview with Jewish theologian
Abraham Joshua Heschel: "Even God has problems." The poem,
composed of two nearly identical stanzas, has God comparing himself
to "a poet driven mad by dreams ."
I also get writer's block.
I too get depressed. I too have limits
and am condemned to repeat myself. Meanwhile,
you bother me so with your petty woes. What about me ?

"Sarah" is accompanied by two Midrashic commentaries on how
Abraham's wife responded upon hearing that her husband had been prepared to sacrifice their son Isaac at God's command. (In one, it is Satan
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who conveys the news to Sarah; in the other, it is Isaac himself.) In Leffler's version, written from Sarah's point of view, the aggrieved mother
knows about Abraham's mission in advance but is helpless to stop it in
the face of her husband's unerring allegiance to and belief in "the One
God." "That simple belief was more I Than I could contend with," Sarah
says . In contrast to the Midrashic stories, in which the mother apparently
screams herself to death at the mere thought of Isaac's close call, Leffier' s
Sarah knows that her husband will return with their son in tow and seems
more distraught at the prospect of listening to the "reasons" and "explanations" proffered for such an unreasonable act by a man who has become a
mystery to her:
He, my husband who could raise
W ords out of a sand storm as if that storm
W ere guided, not by the former gods
Of our home but a viewless god who spoke
In syllables of air.

Mark the Music weaves a number of translations into its literary
patchwork, including a German rendition (by Sabine Pascarelli) of Leffler ' s homage to William Stafford, "Breakfast." Its inclusion startles-and
puzzles- until one reads the author's "Prefatory Nate": "I can imagine
my bilingual German-American granddaughters happening on this book
sometime in the future .... "

A selection of works by Israeli poet Eytan Eytan, translated from
the Hebrew by Leffier and Moshe Dar, stands in sharp contrast to the
other poems in this collection. Starkly lyric and largely unpunctuated
lines catalog the dark realities of unending war . Here, in its entirety, is
one devastatingly beautiful example:

AROUND
On the left you will fmd the blood-stained dew
And on the right you will find the blood-stained dew
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One day the wet grass
And one day the dry grass
A sacrifice of killed flesh
Always the slaughtered flesh
Go on go on speak poetry to them

Some of Leffler's own most affecting and effective poems in the
volume are those printed alongside translations into Yiddish (by Herman
Taube) and Hebrew (by Moshe Dor). Even for one who reads neither
language, the block script reading right to left, printed back-to-hack with
Leffler's English text running left to right, adds a kind of graphic gravitas-and a sturdy symmetry- to the English language lines. In one of
these, printed in full (but without, alas, its corresponding Hebrew), the
poet asks the reader to
Listen do you hear the music
in the earth that
makes us run? Of
birth and death
and in between the little
violences lifting their
scarred hands
in one poor truce after another?
("A Short History")

In truth, the Hebrew and English lines of this brief poem can be seen to
stand for the whole of Leffler's sprawling symphony of a book. Listen, the
poet tells us. Mark the music. Hear the short and traaic sona if life, and let

yourself be moved by the concord if sweet sounds.

Merrill Leffler's expansive and unwavering voice is surely one
Shakespeare's Lorenzo would trust.
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